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FRENCH EMPIRE STYLE 19TH CENTURY BLEACHED TABLE WITH MARBLE TOP
AND COLUMN LEGS

$2,750
A French Empire style bleached wood side table from the 19th century with black marble top, three column legs, in-curving

tripartite base and petite feet. Bask in the timeless allure of French sophistication with this 19th-century French Empire-style
bleached wood side table. An emblem of refined grace, this piece seamlessly amalgamates neoclassical influence with functional
design. At first glance, your gaze is irresistibly drawn to the black marble top – an opulent canvas evoking night skies. The dark

tone of the marble serves as a celestial contrast to the luminosity of the bleached wood frame, creating an interplay of colors
that speaks of subtle elegance. As your eyes drift downwards, three regal columns reveal themselves, serving as the legs that
uphold this temple of artistry. Adorned with patinated bronze capitals, these columns showcase a graceful entasis – a gentle

curvature that mirrors the architectural finesse of ancient Greek and Roman colonnades.

The tripartite base, with its in-curving form, is a visual embrace that beckons you into the narrative of the piece. It is here that
the table's structural integrity and design elements converge, as the gentle arcs and contours instill a sense of stability and

harmony. Perched upon this sanctum are petite feet. These extremities are the final note in this symphony, grounding the piece
while maintaining its elevated disposition. Perfect for the discerning collector who seeks to immerse their space in an aura of

historical significance, this French Empire-style side table is an ode to the era of Empires and the regality that has endured
through the centuries. Whether adorning a living room, study, or boudoir, this exquisite table will lend an air of timeless

elegance to your abode.

Height: 28 in (71.12 cm)

Diameter: 23.5 in (59.69 cm)

SKU: A 4555
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